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Abstract
The balancing and aligning of rotating machinery is critical step for its assembly and operation. Due to
limitations of material processing and wearing from operation, parts will have unevenly distributed mass.
Once rotated, the unbalance of mass will create vibration forces that are damaging to the rotating part and
its supporting structures. To correct unbalance requires procedure wherein the uneven distribution of mass
can be reduced by adding controlled amounts of mass. Assembling part with dimensional variation without
alignment will create or increasethe uneven distributions of mass for the assembly. Alignment methods have
been developed wherein parts are assembled so that variation can be offset by distinct positioning of parts.
The theory balancing and alignment is simple to understand, but the actual procedures often require an indepth knowledge of a parts physical and dynamic characteristics.
Keywords: Unbalance, Vibration, Balancing, Alignment, Rotating Machinery
1. Introduction
Unbalance is the uneven distribution of mass and its reduction is a critical step for rotating machines.
Parts and assemblies are designed and analyzed with exact dimensions resulting in ideal assemblies and
operational characteristics. Meeting exact dimensions is improbable and the physical parts will be above or
below the nominal dimension. Material processing is limited in achieving exact dimensions and operation
can distort or damage the part over time creating variation. Measuring a rotating component at different
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fferent measurements. Since the measurementt will vary along the
points along the body will yield diffe
circumference mass cannot be evenly distributed
dis
thus causing unbalance
Variation and its resulting unbala
alance will create several issues that can affect the
th operation and part
health. When unbalanced parts are rotate
ated the centrifugal forces will appear and createe vvibrationsas shown in
Figure1 (McMillan, 2003; Rao and Dukk
kkipati, 1992).

Figure 1. Unbalance Rotations
When vibration forces are excessivee it can reduce operation efficiency and trans
nsmit forces that can
deteriorate the rotating components
ts and their supporting structures (McMilla
illan, 2003; Temple,
1983).Increased rates of fatigue requirin
ring maintenance or cause premature failure. Unb
nbalance is one of the
main causes of vibrations
To correct this issue balancing is applied to reduce the level of unbalance by re
redistributing levels of
mass. Perfect balance is difficult to achie
hieve therefore balancing procedures are generall
ally iterative steps. The
iterations require that multiple trials bee repeated
r
until a certain quantity is met. Balancin
ing may either be done
altering the mass of a part or assembling
ng partsso that variation between parts can offsett their
t
effects.
The most common method for
or balancing is altering the overall mass of th
the part or assembly
(McMillian, 2003). This is done by adding
ad
or subtracting mass from the part to pr
promote a more even
distribution of mass over the part. This
is process relies on measuring and comparing vi
vibration responses of
part that are rotated with and without
ut trial masses. Based on those vibration respon
onses the amount and
location of mass needed to reduce thee vibration can be calculated. Vector method,, m
modal, and influence
coefficient methods are commonly procedures
p
that rely on the vibrations respo
ponses (Feese, 2004;
McMillian, 2003; Riegler, 1982).
Variation is the dimensionall difference that exist between a physical part
p
and its designs
specification. As part will differ dimens
nsionally the geometric centerline will be related
ed to the variation and
will be displaced from the ideal position
ion as shown in Figure 2. This creates an issue oof a displaced overall
centerline for an assembly that possesses
ses a plurality of rotating components.
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Figure 2. Unabalance
To create a balanced assembly
y where the centerline of parts are aligned requi
uires determining and
analyzing distinct assembly positions. These
T
assembly combinations are based off rela
lating the features and
variation between individual parts. Alig
ligning parts seeks to reduce unbalance by posi
sitioning parts so that
variation on two separate parts will offset
off
each other (Boyce, 2011). Alignment cann be done directly by
measuring and comparing variation betw
etween two parts. A more encompassing method
od involves optimizing
the alignment process by using progra
grams that can simulate multiple assembly com
ombinations based on
variation measurements.
2. Mass Balancing
Unbalance can be reduced by, in most cases, adding a specific amount of masss aat a specific location.
For corrections to be made it is necessa
ssary to measure the part to determine the effect
ects of unbalance. The
effect of unbalance can be observed byy rotating the part and measuring the amplitudee aand phase location of
the vibration.Depending on the metho
hod rotation speed will vary with respect to th
the operational speed
(Temple, 1983). Any correction or tria
ial mass will ultimately effect the location of th
the center of mass as
shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Correcting Unbalance
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A typical mass balancing proce
cedures follows a general process as describedd multiples references
(McMillian, 2003; Riegler, 1982). Firs
irst the part is rotated without any addition ma
mass to determine the
baseline vibration response. Next, a trial
ial mass is added and the part is rotated and meas
asured a new vibration
response is measured. Given both the baseline
ba
and altered responses the correction maass can be calculated.
The location can either be graphically in
inferred or calculated depending on the selected
ed method.The method
of collecting and using vibration respon
onses under varying circumstances is the general
al foundations of many
mass balancing techniques (McMillian,
n, 2003). Different amounts of vibration and typ
ypes of unbalance will
necessitate different quantities and locati
ations of corrections masses as shown in Figure 44.

Figure 4. Balancing with multiple mas
asses
There are three commonly used
ed techniques that rely the vibration response ana
nalysis. Vector method
is a graphical technique where correc
ection mass is calculated by graphically exam
mining two vibration
response with a trial and error process
ss. Modal balancing requires the modes of unb
nbalance be corrected
individual at different critical speeds as vibration may vary. Influence coefficient me
method determines the
correction mass amount and location by
b using multiple sets of trial mass vibrationn responses. Influence
coefficient method is often automated to reduce calculation time and increase calculation
ion outputs.
2.1Graphical Vector Method
Graphical Vector Method is a technique for balancing rotating parts and is the basis of many
techniques at low speeds (Feese and Grazer,
G
2002; McMillian, 2003; Temple, 1983
83). A part is rotated
individually or in-situ and the vibration
n response
r
is recorded and expressed as a vector with
w angular position.
Next, a trial mass is added and the respo
ponse of vibrations are re-measured. The initiall and
a altered vector are
placed on a polar graph and a vector can
ca be used to determine the correction mass. Given
G
the amount and
location the correction mass can be add
dded and the part is rotated and measured to de
determine if vibration
levels were reduced. If an optimal orr acceptable
a
level is not achieved the process w
will be reiterated.The
angular location of the correction masss is
i graphically determined by measuring the angl
gle between the initial
and connecting vector as shown in Figur
ure 5 (Foileset al., 1988; Freese and Grazer, 2004;
4; McMillian, 2003).
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Figure 5. Balancing by Graphical Met
ethod
The need for trial and error is a downside to this method as it requires it
iteration. To increase
efficiency simple programs can be creat
ated to carry out the calculations (Feese and Gra
razer, 2004).Balancing
by vector addition can be applied to sing
ingle or multi-plane instances of unbalance. Depe
pending on how many
planes unbalance exist in is necessitate
te different amounts of correction mass. Unbalan
lance in a single plane
will require one mass while double plane
ne will require two masses (McMillian, 2003).
2.2 Influence Coefficient Method
Vibration will vary along the bod
ody of a part and two separate points will yield tw
two different vibration
responses.The graphical method can inefficient
in
as it calculates correction mass aft
after each instance of
rotating a part. To reduce the time neede
ded calculate the correction mass influence coeff
fficient method can be
used. Instead of calculating after eachh instance,
i
a set of vibration responses is record
rded as the position is
changed in successive runs.
To calculate influence coefficien
ient method the component first needs to be rotat
tated with and without
trial masses at high speeds. In both inst
nstances the amplitude and phase angle of vibrat
ration is recorded. The
position of the trial mass is changed to
o generate
g
the different responses need to use thi
his procedure.The trial
weight response is subtracted from the baseline
b
response and divided by the trial mass
ss amount to obtain the
influence coefficient (Feese, 2004;Riegl
gler, 1983). The correction mass amount and loca
ocation will be directly
calculated from the coefficients.To incre
rease the efficiency of this process a dedicated computer
co
program can
be developed to reduce the calculatio
tion time and increase calculation output (Fees
eese, 2004). Influence
coefficient method may require multiple
le correction masses as shown in Figure 6 to redu
duce vibration over the
part.

Figure 6. Multiple Correction Massess Needed
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Riegler (1982) offers an automated method wherein baseline response and multiple trial mass
responses are used to determine correction mass. Instead of balancing based after each individual response a
set of responses are collected. Atrial masses is placed at multiple points along the body of the part andthe
highest vibration amplitudes are selected.Matrices are used to handle multiple data points and can calculate
multiple instances simultaneously (Riegler, 1982). The program calculates the mass amount and location for
each response that was inputted. After placing mass in the appropriate locations, vibration is measured to
determine if an acceptable level is achieved, if not the process is repeated.
Fujisawa et al. (1980) used least-squares methods in conjunction with influence coefficient balancing
method for multi-span assemblies. Multi-span balancing is more difficult as the increased number of parts
requires a significant amount of vibrations response data (Fujisawa et al., 1980). A rotor assembly was
examined for multiple vibration responses in multiples planes and speeds, with and without a trial mass.
Using least-squares was effective for multi-span assemblies and determined correction masses by reducing
the sum of squares between vibration responses (Fujisawa et al., 1980).With influence coefficients
correction masses were determined by applying least-squares methods.
2.3Modal Balancing
Modal balancing is a technique that requires that the modes be determined from vibration responses
measured at different critical speeds as unbalance is distributed and not local (Riegler, 1982;Foiles et al.,
1998.; Liu, 2005). The principal modes will be corrected in succession to reduce the amount of vibration.
Unlike vector method and influence coefficient method where measuring occurs at one speed, modal
balance considers that vibration characteristics will differ at over critical speeds.
A part is rotated near its first critical speed without any additional mass to measure baseline
response. A known mass is placed and the altered response is measured is measured at multiple
points.Multiple measurement points can be used to infer the shape of the modes are different critical speeds
(Riegler, 1982). The responses are plotted as vectors on a polar plot and the correction mass can be
calculated from the responses to calculate the location, the correction mass is placed 180° from the location
of original response. After balancing the first mode the next two modes will be balanced. The procedure will
occur at the next critical speeds and the procedure is the same.Balancing one mode will not affect the
vibration characteristics of any other mode (Riegler, 1982; Foiles et al., 1998., Liu, 2005).
Deepthikumar et al. (2012) examined modal balancing for flexible rotors with bow distributed
unbalance. Rotor components were modeled using Finite Element Methods and low speed vibration
responses to determine the distribution of unbalance over the length of the part (Deepthikumar et al., 2012).
Based on the FEM model the correction masses can be calculated. Simulating the part reduced the need for
trials and correction masses could be determined at the early stage.
Liu (2005) developed Low-Speed Holo-Balancing (LSHB), where modal balancing is the foundation
of the method. The method allows the vibrations is simultaneously balanced for the first and second critical
speeds.A 3D-holospectrum is used to represent a rotor based on multiple vibration responses with trial
masses at low speeds. The 3D-Holospectrum can be decomposed to show the force and couple components
at different sections of the part (Liu, 2005). The corrections masses are calculated from the decomposed 3DHolospectrum without the need to high speed rotations (Liu, 2005).
Many balancing techniques have formulaic or standardized procedures making implementation less
difficult. Research has done to approach common balancing techniques in new directions to increase their
effectiveness and efficiency.There are also safety concerns as certain balancing techniques require parts be
rotated at speeds near operational limits (Liu, 2005). There has also been interest in unifying both modal and
influence coefficient methods into a single technique (Tan and Wang, 1993)
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3. Stacking and Alignment
Alignment is an important step
ep for the assembly of rotating components asvibration
as
caused by
misalignment is common for rotating assemblies
as
(Boyce, 2011; McMillian, 2003). Alig
ligning helps maintain
assembly tolerances which will assistt in reducing the overall unbalance of an assemb
mbly allowing parts to
offset each other. Such stacking and assembly
as
are approached with manual or autom
matic methods. Either
choice will require the need to measure
ure parts for variations and relating parts to each
ach other.As shown in
Figure 7 stacking method will help ddetermine the assembly with the best fit wit
ith reduces assembly
eccentricity.

Figure 7. Alignment
Alignment can be manually deter
termined by using various indicator methods whe
here coupling parts are
measured in unison to determine alignm
ment. To make the alignment process more effici
icient, researchers have
developed methods or programs where
wh
variation measurements are used too represent the part
mathematically. Using mathematical par
art representations different assembly combinatio
tions can be simulated
in many iterations. These methods willl examine
e
the assembly specifically how the varia
iations stacks up.
3.1 Considerations for Combinational
al Stacking
Developing a combinational stac
tacking method requires considerations such as:: vvariations, measuring
variation, developing the calculation method,
m
and computational loads. Previous meethods often measure
variation in terms of runout or roundnes
ess as both pertain to circular geometries. Measu
surements of variation
are typically done by manual or automat
ated methods. Combinations are created by rotati
ating parts with respect
to each other’s features of the part. Dete
termining an assembly requires multiple iteration
ons which can increase
in volume as parts and position increa
ease. High amounts of iterations may require the
th need to reduction
calculation loads.
3.2 Variation
Variation is a cause of unbala
lance and isa focal point of stacking procedur
ures. Variation is the
dimensional difference that exist betwee
een and the nominal dimension (ASME, 1994).. From the processing
stage, variation is the result of any mater
terial processing technique or material defects tha
that are present prior to
processing.The creation of variation is not limited to the processing stage but will aalso occur during the
operation. The operation of any machin
inery parts will inevitably become damaged andd deformed increasing
the variation (Boyce, 2011; McMillian,, 2003). The rate at which a rotating part may
ay wear down will be
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mage or deformation will require that unbalanc
nce be addressed after
increased by unbalance.Excessive dama
extended periods of operation.
Since most rotating parts are circ
ircular or radial variation is often measured in terms
te
of roundness or
runout. Roundness is the expression off how
h well a physical object conforms to an ideal
al circle (ANSI, 1972).
Runout expresses how off centered a point
p
on the part may be with respect to the ccenter point (ASME,
1994).
In general the part is rotated about
a
its axis and the measurement instrumen
ent will make contact
measurements as it traverses the circum
umference. The first contact points is generally
ly set as the reference
point therefore all measurements are rel
elated to it (ANSI, 1972; Littrell, 2005). To man
anually measure, a dial
indicator is be use where measurements
tsoccur at specified intervals. Graduated dial ind
ndicator measurements
are limited by resolution and the skill
sk of the operator (Littrell, 2005). The limitation
li
of manual
measurements are overcome by digitally
lly measuring the part which can be automated.. D
Digital measurements
can also be taken with a Linear Differ
ferential Transformers (LVDT). LVDT’s are m
more precise and will
continuously measure over a surface and
nd measurements can be automatically recorded (L
(Littrell, 2005).
3.4 Roundness
Roundness or circularity observ
rves how well the radial profile conforms to aan ideal circle. Ideal
roundness or circularity requires thatt all points along a circumference are equidis
istant from the exact
geometric center (ANSI, 1972; ASME,
E, 1944). When the points are not equidistant the part is said to have
out-of-roundness.Distance from the cent
nter will vary along the entire circumference. Too express roundness a
part is measured for radius; with thee center serving as the datum point (ANSI, 19
1972). The difference
between the largest and smallest radius
us measurement is used to quantify the out-of-rou
roundness as shown in
Figure 8 (ANSI, 1972).

Figure 8. Roundness
3.5 Runout
Instead of measuring the actual
al dimension, runout will measure and expresss tthe variation present
(ASME, 1994). For a rotating componen
ent measuring runout will express how off center
er a specific point is as
shown in Figure 9 (ASME, 1994; Ramas
aswami, 2011).
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Figure 9. Radial Runout
Circular runout requires that the
he measurement instruments only makes one trav
raverse along the parts
circumference along the radial direction
on. From one reading the difference between the
he largest and smallest
runout measurement will express the circ
ircular runout (ASME, 1994). Using circular runo
nout may lead to under
specification as it does not expresss the quality of the entire surface (Ramaswaami, 2011; Sjoholm,
1998).Total runout requires the measure
rements be taken at multiple cross-sections along
ng the entire length of
the part. It is quantified by taking findin
ing the difference between the largest and smalles
lest measurement from
all the measurement sets (ASME, 1994,
4, Ramaswami, 2011).
Variation in the planar direction
on will affect the ability to obtain an ideal asse
sembly. Planar runout
expresses how flat a surface is with resp
espect to a datum and is perpendicular to the radi
dial direction (ASME,
1994).Rotating parts are often joined by my mating the boltfaces between parts. Varia
riation will prevent the
faces from being ideally flat, instead the
he face will have high points. The lack of flatness
ss can reduce the form
of the assembly as parts may tilt off the
he centerline. The inability to create flush assemb
mblies will increase or
alter the unbalance of the assembly.
3.6 Calculations Loads
An issue that requires considerati
ation is the amount of combination and the resulti
lting calculations load.
Stacking requires that multiple distinctt combinations
c
be determined and analyzed. The
he issue arise from the
fact that as parts and part positions inc
ncrease so will the number of distinct combina
nations (Davidson and
Wilson, 1976). Anassembly with nine
ine sequenced parts with nine distinct angular
larpositions will have
387,480,488unique combinations. The optimal
o
assembly combination isdifficult or tooo ttime consuming to be
found.To overcome this issue researcher
ers have implemented a segmented process wher
ere an only a subset of
parts will be analyzed to determine the optimal
o
combinations (Davidson and Wilson, 19
1976). For example the
nine parts could be analyzed three part
arts at a time. The segmented approach increase
ases the efficiency but
reduces the chance to determine the optim
timal assemblyrather the near-optimal assemblyy w
will be determined.
3.7 Stacking Procedures
Many assembly stacking procedu
dures often follow the same general. Parts are m
measured manually or
automatically for radial and planar variations.
va
The runout values are then used to represent the part
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mathematically, generally in the form of vectors. Given the vectors an optimal or near-optimal assembly
combination can be determined. The conversion and calculation procedures are generally automated by
using commercial or proprietary software. Such procedures will often observe how the variation stacks as
parts are added into the assembly.
3.8 Indicator Methods
Shaft alignment occurs over three separate stages: survey, cold alignment, and hot check (Boyce,
2011). The procedure is manual as parts are measured using dial indicators. Survey requires that the part be
examined to ensure it conforms to specifications and quality requirements. For cold alignment face-od and
reverse indicator method are commonly used (Boyce, 2011; McMillian, 2003). In both methods a dial
indicator is used and its measurements can be used to graphically determine the centerlines of each part.
Since many alignment techniques occur prior to operations, hot checking is applied to ensure alignment is
maintained during operation (Boyce, 2011; McMillian, 2003)
3.9 Alignment Methods
Davidson and Wilson (1976) of Gleason developeded a stacking procedure and accompanying
software called Optistack. Optistack determines an assembly combination where assembly runout is reduced
to desired levels. Their calculation method converted planar and radial total indication runout into part
dimensions to mathematically represent the part. Given the mathematically representation multiple
combinations could be calculated and assembly runout was observed (Davidson and Wilson, 1976).
The
process involves stage calculations to reduce the total amount of possible combinations. A tolerance limit is
set by simulating assembly runout where the parts are assembledas if their reference marks are aligned.
Optistack examines all the possible combinations of a subset to achieve lowest possible runout. As
an acceptable amount of runout is achieved the combination is reported and the next subset is analyzed. The
program reports how many boltholes, the reference mark, on the subsequent part should be rotated from the
reference mark on the proceeding part. The overall assembly runout could be calculated for each subset and
for the entire assembly. Such a method allowed assembly tolerances to be achieved with reduced amounts of
trial and error (Davidson and Wilson, 1976).
Forrester and Wesling (2002) of General Electric (GE) develop a mathematical method to determine
an optimal assembly combination. The process relies on representing parts as vectors based on variation,
specifically radial and planar runout. The method simulates the assembly wherein the variation between part
center line and assembly center line is observed (Forrester and Wesling, 2002). Parts are measured for radial
and planar runout electrically and converted to a vector, with angular location, using commercially available
software. The centerline deviation is calculated by sequentially summing the vectors of each part. To reduce
eccentricity the vectors are combined with different angular position and the total eccentricity calculated.
The ideal embodiment calls for the vector to be stacking in a closed loop. The closed loop allows for the
assembly variation from the centerline to be reduced zero. However not all parts can produce vectors that
can form closed loop in such cases a loop with the smallest value will be selected.
Keskinin and Kivinen (2002) developed a method where distribution of eccentricity is used as a basis
for balancing of tubular paper rolls. The main source of mass unbalance was hypothesized to stem from the
lack of concentricity of the rotating component (Keskinin and Kivinen, 2002). A proprietary measuring
system is used to mapthe thickness and outer surface profile. The system used parts maps and integration to
calculate the first mass moments which are used in the balancing procedure (Keskinin and Kivivnen, 2002).
With the first mass moments the mass eccentricity vectors were determined which are directly used to
determine correction mass. Unlike other rotating parts correction masses cannot be attached to the surface
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profile of paper rolls. Instead the correction masses must be placed on the inner surface but attaching lump
masses can be very difficult. To correct the unbalance a telescoping nozzle was develop that could spray
controlled amounts of paint to redistribute mass on the inside of the part.
Alignment is also a critical step for assembling multiple rotating components. Not only does it help
maintain assembly dimensions it is used to assist in reducing assembly unbalance. Manual indicator methods
are simple but are limited by only examining one coupling and not necessarily the entire assembly.
Automated are available and offer the ability to simulate many different combinations. These processes can
be limited when an assembly has multiple parts with multiple possible positions. It is possible that the best
possible combination may not be found since assembly might be broken into subsections
4. Conclusion
The concept that balancing and aligning is important and necessary for rotating assemblies is not
difficult to grasp. Balancing reduces a vibration which promotes: more efficient operation and reduces the
magnitude of forces experienced by the parts. However the process of balancing and aligning parts is
actually quite complex in application. Many techniques exist but such techniques may only be applicable to
certain machinery or operational conditions.. In addition, it does not correct variation created by the
assembly process.
Reducing unbalance and misalignment is just one aspect when correcting rotating assemblies and
part. The efficiency that a procedure has and the acceptable amounts or error will play a role in its
selection.Not only do methods need to reduce specific errors to their lowest possible value but they must do
so in a time efficient manner. The use of proprietary computer programs and automated data collections has
become more common place in multiple procedures.
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